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CMSI Division Researchers

The Young Leaders 
who are Creating 
the Computational Materials 
Science of Tomorrow

Computational  Materials  Scienence  Initiative

Turning the Headwaters of Materials
Science into a＂Torrent＂of Innovations

The Computational Materials Science 
Initiative (CMSI) is a research network 
made up o f  computat iona l  sc ience 
researchers in the three fields of condensed r
atter physics, molecular science and matt
rials science. CMSI has received a materi
rom the Ministry of Education, grant from
orts, Science and Technology to Culture, Spo
earch in Field 2 “New Materials promote rese
gy Creat ion”  o f  the  High and Energ
ce Computing Infrastructure Performanc
trategy program. The goal of (HPCI) str

tational materials science is to linkcomputat
ory and experiment to open new doors in theory 

science and technology. The computational scie
materials science is a young science, in 
which new techniques in advanced
computing are being developed and whose 
diverse research topics range from 
single molecules to practical materials.
The aim is to use supercomputers ̶
led by the K Computer, the world’s fastest 
supercomputer ̶ to expand and deepen 
the headwaters of materials science into a 
torrent of innovations in material functions 
and energy conversion.y conversion
What distinguishes the CMSI strategy What distinguishes the C
prograprogram is that, in addition to state to -of-the-
art research and development of specific “hotart research and development of spe
topics,” creating a research and development g a research and develo
infrastructure for the next generation of for the next generati
computational materials science is one of the computational materials science is one of 
major objectives. To this end, CMSI holds major objectives. To this end, CMSI hold
symposiums, workshops, hands-on training mposiums, workshops, hands-on trainin
sessions, collaborations with experimental s, collaborations with experimenta
researchers and so on to form networks and so on to form network
among the people interested in this field, in ople interested in this field,
papartrticular young researchers. MSISI allso o ng researchers. CMCMSS
supporortsts t thehe a actctivivititi resesearchersttieiess ofof t thehesese r resese
whhossee gogoalal i iss ththee ffo t oionn ofof a a new foformrmatatioionn
research and development infrastructure in ent in
all areas including computer use, program 
development, program use and so on. 
Research achievements as well as personnel, 
software and simulation data are featured in 
ththee CMCMSISI newsletter and on tthehe C CMSMSI 
wewebsbsitite e and so on as part of tthehe e effffoort to 
create a center that can communicate CMSMSII 
acactitivivititieses a and achievevemementntss toto t thehe world.
Recently CMSI has introduced a unique 
program, the “Division Researcher” 
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program, for the individuals engaged in 
activities to promote and develop the field of 
computational materials science.

The Need for a New Research and 
Development System that Can Respond 
to Trends in Hardware Development

All matter is made up of atoms and 
molecules. The goal of computational 
materials science is to determine the 
behavior of matter as collections of atoms 
and molecules, and to use computers to 
solve basic equations that describe this 
behavior and predict the properties 
possessed by these materials. Researchers 
strive to verify experimental results and 
gain an understanding of the mechanisms 
by which functions are manifested, and then 
apply the results in material design.
The computers that are used for simulations 
are made up primarily of central processing 
units (CPUs) that perform calculations, 
memory units  that store data and results, 
and communication units (network) that link 
the CPUs and the memory units. In order to 
conduct simulations of physical systems in a 
larger scale or perform at higher speed 
calculations that formerly took a great deal 
of time, supercomputers made up of a 
network of multiple CPUs and memory 
units are used. As the pace of acceleration of 
CPU operating speed has slowed, in recent 
years the clear trend in large computerss h haass  
been toward multicore computterers s anand 
parallel processing. For exaxammpplele, the e KK 
Computer has 640,000 ccomompuputiting ccorores. To 
make e f fec t iveve uusese  o f  thth i si s  type o f  
ultra-papararallllelel c compuuteter, revolutionary 
alalggoririththmms andd s sooftware not achievable 
ththrougughh ththe simple extension of existing 
tetechnologies must be developed. Until the 
beginning of the 21st century, increaseses i in 
computing performance were e effffectetedd 
primarily by increasing the e opoperatatiningg speed 
of the individual coreress, and iitt wwas possibiblele to 
reap the bbenen fefits ofof i improved d hahardware 
peperfrformaancncee without grgreeatly modifying 
exexisistiting programamss. I In this sense, it was aa 
time iin n whwhiich one merely had to wawaitit and 
speeds would increase. But tthehe n new ttrerendnds 
in  comput ing  harardwdware  rerequ i re  a  
qualitativelelyy didifffferent t reresearch strucuctuture 
frfromom t thhose of f ththee past.

Up to now, software for determining
state-of-the-art physicochemical phenomena 
was almost exclusively developed and 
maintained on an individual laboratory basis. 
However, software designed for use on
large-scale computers requires a great deal 
of t ime and effort for research and
development, and improving the program 
becomes a more complex process. For
this reason, software that is useful and 
can be used by many researchers, and 
that will contribute to the promotion and 
development of computational materials 
science, will need to be maintained and
developed organizationally to ensure that
the program continues to be passed on 
to future researchers. It was in an effort 
to resolve this issue that the “Divisionn 
Researcher” program was created.

Role and Mission of Division Researcherss

In recruiting and hiring researcrchhehers, CCMSI 
makes a clear distinction betwtweeeen “P“Priority 
Area Researchers , ”  wwhoho usse the K 
Computer to work on spspececific kkey issues in 
computational mamatteerrials s science, and 
“Division Reseeaarrchcherrss,” who work to 
p romote  anand  d  ddeveve l op  the  f i e l d  o f  
computatatiioonnal mmaterials science itself. 
Prioriityty AArrea ReResearchers endeavor to solvlve
thhee momost uurgrgent problems for which resesultsts 
araree neeededed currently. In contrast, thehe rololee of 
Diivivision Researchers is to find sosoluutitions too 
crucial problems that must b be reresolveded to 
make progress  in  neext -ggenerarat ion  
computational mateeririalls s sciencncee, and to
pursue infrastructcture-e-bbuildingng. Their main 
role is to deveveelopop t the newew methodologieses 
and basisicc techchnologieses that will be wiwiddelyy 
useded i in ththee field ofof computational mmatereriaials 
scieencnce; develeloop and disseminaatete impmportant 
ssoftwarere applications thatt a are eexxpected toto 
bee u used by many ususeers inin the fieeldld of
computational mamatterialalss science;e; d developp 
simulation codode byy a applying g ththe advancnced 
parallellizizaation anand speed-d upup techniqiquues, andnd 
coondnduct cocomputatioionnal mateririaals sccieience
reseseaarch usingng s such a cocodde; anndd build a
public relleaease environnmment ttoo enable mmananyy
usererss iincluding g bobothth labbororatory reseeararrchchers 
aand comppananyy reseeararchers to uussee r researcrchh 
achiievevemenntsts. The goalal o ooff all of t thhese 
mmissioonsns is to dissesemmiminnate andnd expand

CMCMSI has introduced a new w Divisision ResearcherCMSI has introduced a new Division Researcher program. Division 
Researchers have various roles nd mmisi sions, bous roles and missions, but the goal of all activities 
is the promotion and developmennt of ccompnd development of computational materials science. 
In this issue, we focus on how this ppositiion ccus on how this position came to be created and how 
the roles of Division Researchers ere deteon Researchers were determined. We will also hear 
from new researchers who hav be n actuers who have begun actual activities as Division 
Researchers to get a sense of thei de rmination atheir determination and objectives.
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The first Young Researcher Technical 
Workshop was held on July 7-8, 2011. This 
was the first event to be held at the new 
CMSI Kobe Branch and served as an 
opportunity for young CMSI researchers 
to gather at the Advanced Institute 
for Computational Science to discuss 
technology-related issues.
The first day featured presentations by 
seven young CMSI researchers who have 
already begun experimental use of the K 
Computer. They spoke about cutting-edge 
large-scale computing techniques and 
problem-solving approaches, including the 
problems they had encountered in coding. 
The attendees asked many expertise-
related questions. The invited speaker, 
Yutaka Ishikawa, a professor in the 
Graduate School of  Information Science 
and Technology at the University of 
Tokyo, gave a presentation entitled “The 
Path to Exascale Computing,” in which he 
gave the attendees a real sense that the 
move to develop the next supercomputer 
was already underway.
In the evening, the poster session was held 
at a different venue. Presenters and 
attendees could be seen engaged in 
animated discussions, and the debate 
spilled over into the roundtable discussion. 
Many of the young researchers were 
meeting each other for the first time, but 
the common ground of computational 
materials science enabled them to speak 
freely to one another, resulting in a very 
lively session. 
The second day featured a presentation 
by Naoki Kawashima, a professor in the 
Institute for Solid State Physics at the 
University of Tokyo, entitled “The 
Achievements We Anticipate from 
Division Researchers.” This was followed 
by a session featuring self-introductions 
from the new Division Researchers who 
will work to advance the field, in which 

 academimicc achievemements of state-
of-the-artrt computatitioonal materials scicieence
researarch, and ennsusure that they aarere returned
toto society in n order to enabllee computational
materialalss science to bbee used as a tool forr 
resoolvlving the immemedidiate problems facceded by
ppeople in their dadaily lives.
CMSI reseaearch topics includede explicaatitioon of 
the meechchanism by whichch the fununctions of 
supeperconductors anndd other r mmaterials are
mmanifested; geennerationon and storage of
next-generatatiion enneergy, an issue that iss
expecteded to bebecome more and momore
importrtant in tthhe coming years; reseseearch to 
acchihieve brbreakthroughs in sememiiconductoror
ddeviceess, whose rate of spepeed increeasase isis
begiginning to plateauau; eluciddaatioonn of
mmolecular control mmechanismsms foror viruses 
and other threreats to hhuummaanity; and
magnetic matteerials andd s strucuctural materials 
that offer eequivalenntt peerfrformance without
using sccaarce elemementts.s. All of these areas are
oness iin which h pprogogress is needed to ensure
thhatat humann beieings are able to live lives of f 
aabundancnce hehere on earth. Computationonall
mater ir ia ll ss  sc ience l inks theoryry andndd
expeperimment in these areas, andd D Diviviisisioion
ReReseeaarchers in each categoryry (seee e fifigure
bbeelolow) conduct research toto eennsnsure that
aachievements in these arreeas wwiwillll contribute
to academic and social ddevelelopopment.

Expaandnding the Division Researcher 
AcActtivities Throughout the World

The e reseeaarch institutions with which
DDivivisision Researchers are affiliated include
ththe CMSI Divis ions in the areas off   
condensed matter physics, moleculaar r scsciience e 
and materials science (Instititutute fforor S SSololidid 
State Physics, The UUninivverssitityy y ofof T Tokyo / 
Institute for Mooleleculaarr SScScieience, National 
Institutes of f NaNatuurarall l ScSciences / Institute for 
Materialalss Reeseseararchch, Tohoku University),  the 
Moolelecuulalar r ScScience Sub-Division (Graduate
SSchohoololl o off Arts and Sciences, The University 
ofoff T Tokyo), the Materials Science Sub-
DDivision (AIST Kansai, National Institute 
of  Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology) and Industry-Government-
Academia Cooperation Divisions (National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology/National Institute for Materials 
Science). Moreover, the CMSI Kobe Branch 

1st CMSI 
Young Researcher 
Technical Workshop

that was established in April 2011 in the 
Advanced Institute for Computational 
Science was set up to integrgratatee alalll ofof t thehesese 
fields. InIn a addddititiion to Division Researchers, it 
will have specially appointed CMSI facaculultyty  
to lead activivititieses t too promote indivividudualal f fieieldldss 
anandd conducuctt ovoverer lalll coordination.
DiDi ivision Researcher activities will not be 
limited to the individual institutions with 
which they are affiliated. Researchers will be 
active in all fields of computational materials 
science and an effort will be made to 
promote the integrgratatioionn ofof t thhe conddensed 
mattterer p phhysics, , momolelecucullaar r scscieiencncee anandd 
mateteririalalss scscieiencnce. In addition, technical 
woworkrkshops for young CMSI researchers will 
be held once every two months. These 
workshops will feature lectures on the 
elemental techniques needed for large-scale 
computing, discussion of the issues faced in 
each field, exchanges of views regarding the 
ideal supercomputer in the future and so on. 
Technical workshops will be planned and 
conducted by the Division Researchers
themselves.
These Division Researcher activities 
will enhance communication among the 
young researchers who are the future of 
computational materials science, with the 
goal of extending it throughout the entire 
world.

Category C
Advancement of the 

field through the support
of multiple research topics

Example: Application advanceExample: A ment 
cludes parallelization.that inc

Category B
Development, release and 
dissemination of applications 
common to multiple fields

Example: electrical conductivity 
calculation, matrix diagonalization
programs, quantum Monte 

Carlo method.
Category D
evelopment andDe
agement of portal mana
pplication release and site / Ap
disseminationd

Example: portal site developExample -
ment and administration, 
license management.

Category A
Development of 

state-of-the-art elementaal 
technologies and algorithms
Example: development of mmatrix 

diagonalization, matrix
inversion, FFT and other
parallelized algorithms.

Diivvision Researcchers aand 
PrPrioiority Area Reseaarcheers

 CMSI Division Reseaarrcher :
 Advance the Field od of Computatational 
Materials Scienncece

CMSI Priority Area Researchrcher :
  Pursue Priority y ResReseaearch Topics

MiMisssion of 
DDivision Researchers

Develop sp stattatee-of-the-art elelementall 
t　　techechnolnologies, develop p anand disseminatee 
applications commomonn to key fields, 
provide supppportort fo for Special Support 
ResResearear hch TTopics, etc.

Large-scale parallelization on the 
  K Computer, etc.

Computational  Materials  Scienence  Initiative

they presented the content of their 
research up to now and spoke of their 
future ambitions. Shinji Tsuneyuki, 
Representative Director of CMSI, also 
spoke about his hopes for the activities 
of the Division Researchers. The 
meeting served to reaffirm the activities 
and mission of CMSI.
Takahisa Kouno, Yusuke Konishi, 
Kazuhito Shida and Takehiro Yonehara 
will plan the second and subsequent 
Young R e s e a r c h e r  T e c h n i c a l  
Workshops as organizers of  th is 
fiscal year. The Technical Workshops, 
organized and held by the young 
researchers themselves, will be a 
valuable activity for the achievement of 
dramatic progress in computational 
materials science, integrating the fields 
of condensed matter physics, molecular 
science and materials science.
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Yoshitake Sakae
Molecular Science Division Researcher
Graduate School of Science, Nagoya University

Majored in functional molecular science at the 
Graduate University for Advanced Studies and
received his Ph.D. Engaged in research into
enzyme reactions through quantum chemistrytry
calculations at Graduate School of Scieennce, 
HirHirosho ima University.

Motivation for appapplyilyingng forfor th the position
I wI anted to continue application developmementnt.
Mission /n / Ro Rolele
To develop the REM additional 
funfunctiction o software. This software 
wi l l  enablle varr iouiouss e ixist ing 
molecular simulation programs to 
be b useused td o search for moleculaarr 
structures in an efficient manner.

Ryota Jono
Molecular Science Divisionon Researchcher 
School of Engineering, TThe Univerersity of Tookkyo

Majored in biotechnonology at  SSchool of f AAgricultutural and 
Life Sciences, Thehe Universityty of Tokyoyo and receceived hiiss 
Ph.D (agricultuurere). Agricultutural and Liifefe Sciencees Engageged 
in research h iinto solvatiation structture usingng molecuular 
dynamiicscs and charggee-separateded states ususing quanantum 
cheemimistry.

Motivation for or applying forr th the positioonn
I wanted d toto expand the re research for r charge-sepparated statates 
of phophotosynthesis anand solar-ceellslls from thehe standpoiinnt of of 
““energy creatioon” n” using the K K CComputer.
Mission // Ro Role
To To simsimulate the procecess of electron on transfer froomm thehe chargerge 
separation to to thhe redox reaeaction in ordrder toto proppose
guidelineness to enhance ththe efficiencycy of ph photo-enenergy
cononveversion.

KKaaazzzuhito Shida
Materiialssa  ScSc S ience Division Researcher
Institutee foo f r MMr aterials Research, Tohoku University

Majored inn infnfoformation science at the Japan Advanced
Institute of ScScienennce c and Technology. Engaged in research 
into physical ppropopperte y calculation using the Monte Carlo 
Method at Tohokoku U UUnivn ersity.

Motivation for applyiying gn forforf  the position
InIn my student days, II alal so o s used what was at the time a 
staas te-t of-the-art paralleel sl upupepercomputer, so I was very 
intntererested in seeing what pprogogr reresr s had been made in the 
morre tte hahan ten years since that titime.e.m
Mission /n / RoRole
ToTo transpplananl t tt o the K Computer andnd optopttimiim ze programs
such h as TOMMBBO,O, a first principles electrononic ic stastate te calculation 
prograam tm hatt uuses es a proprietary all-electronon mixmixxed-ed basis

approach deve lopeded byby  thth e  
InsI titute for Materials Researarch,ch  in in  
ordrder e to achieve physical propertrtyy 
calalcululc atia ons for materials on an 
unprececededee nten d scale and gain new 
knok wledgege in  th the field of material
sciienence.

Shun Sakuraba
Molecular Science Division Researcher 
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University

Majored in computational biology at the Graduatee Schooll of 
Frontier Science, the University of Tokyo  and receiveed his Phh.D. 
Engaged in the development of ermod, the solvation free enerrgy
calculation software based on solution theory, at the Institutee for 
Chemical Research at Kyoto University.

Motivation for applying for the position
I wanted to continue to refine ermod, so I applied too be a Divvision 
Researcher at CMSI.r
Mission / Role
To improve the parallel efficiency 
of ermod to expand the range of 
application  to multi-component 
heterogeneous solution  systems, 
and to promote the software 
through activities such as user 
workshops.

YYYuusuke Koniiisshhhiii
Industry-Government-Academia Cooperaatiotioti n 
DivisionResearcher
Nanosystem Research Institute, National Institututte oe f 
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AISTT)))

Majored in physics at the University of Tokyo and dd
received his Ph.D. (science). Engaged in research h
into photoinduced phase transition at the Institute

of Materials Structuurre Scieencce of tthee 
High Energy Accelleeratorr Reesearrch  
Organization (KEK).

Motivation for applyiyinng for ththe e positition
I applied becausee I wouuld d be aablee 
t o conduct reseeaaarch inn tthhe fieieldsds 
o f  condensed mmmaatter pphyhysicss annd 
computational ppphhysics.
Mission / Rolee
To pursuee r reresearchh i intoto nanosostruucturure 
formattionionon in semicicondnductorsrs anndd so o on 
usisingng ng ffirst princncipleples, thee Moonnte CCarlo
mmethod, mmoleolecululaar dynnaamicscs andnd other 
approaachches, s, aand to wwork k on ththe CMSI SI 
ppublublic relrelations acactivititiees.

MasatoM
KobayashiK
Molecular Science Division ResearcherM
Faculty of Science and Engineering,F
Waseda UniversityW

Majored in quantum chemistry atM
Waseda University and received hisW
Ph.D (science). Since 2008, hasP been 

working on application development for the K 
Computer as a doctoral research fellow at the 
Grand Challenge to Next-Generation Integrated 
Nano-science.

Motivation for applying for the position
I applied because I wanted to continue to develop
software for the K Computer in order to do my part 
to invigorate the field of computer science and make
it pervasive throughout society.
Mission / Role
To work on the advancement
of additional function software,
primarily hybrid parallelization 
and speeding up of the DC
sosofs tware for linear scaling
ququauaantun m chemical calculation.

TTaakkaahhiissa KKoouunnnooTTTT
Condensed Matter Physhysicsics Di Divisv ion
Researcher
School of Engineering, Nagoya Insnstitttituteute 
of Technology

Majored in electrical and electronics 
engineering at Yamaguchi University. 
Engaged in  research into GRID  
computing at Graduate School of 
Engineering, Nagoya Institute of
Technology.

Motivation for applying for the position
I applied because I was interested in
large-scale parallel computing and wanted 
to work on application development.
Mission / Role
To conduct tuning for order-N real-space 
DFT parallel code and multi-scale hybrid 
quantum-classical code.

Ambition
I want to use the web and social networking 
services to create an information community for 
computational materials science researchers.

Ambition
I want to conduct research 
into hybrid parallel 
programming that utilizes 
both MPI and OpenMP as 
well as other large-scale 
parallel programming 
technologies to help develop 
applications for 
next-generation 
supercomputers.

Ambition
I’d like to pursue 
various types of 
work while valuing 
cooperative 
relationships with 
other people.

Ambition
I want to deepen interchange with 
many people both within CMSI and 
outside, without being limited to a 
certain field or existing frameworks 
such as computing, experimentation 
or theory.

Ambition
I want to improve REM functions and 
develop new structural search 
techniques, and to work on the 
development of molecular force fields 
that will enable highly advanced 
simulations.

Ambition
I would like to expand  “what can 
be solved using small calculations,” 
both theoretically and 
computationally (although I realize 
that this is paradoxical as a for 
CMSI researcher).

Ambition
My ultimate goal is to answer the question, 
“What is life?”

Ambition
My current goal is to do as much as I can to try 
to eliminate the gap between the research up to 
now (the Monte Carlo method in material 
science) and the state-of-the-art parallel 
computing of the K Computer.

NNoobuyyuukkii
Kawaaggashhiirra
Condensed Matter Physhysics Divissionio  
ResReseare cher
Institutete fo f r Solid State Physicsics, ,
The Universirsity ty of Tokyo

Majored in compputeu r science at ththe 
UniUn versity  of  Tsukukuba.  Generall  
linguiguistis cs and bioinforormatm ics at the 
differentt do d ctoral courses andan  research 
insinstitt utions.

Motivaatiotion for apppplyily ng for the posisitiot n
I wwanted to to use myy kn owledge in t the 
areas s sucs h as Us UNIX, ddataa bases and weeb b
developmement.
Mission / Roolele
To assist in cocomputatta ional l matm erials
science researcrch usining infoormar tion
processing technollogio es.

Here are the Division Researchers who adopted in research at CMSI up through August 31, 2011.
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Daniel J.Sindhikara
Molecular Science Division Researcher
Institute for Molecular Science, National
Institutes of Natural Sciences

Majored in physics at the University of 
Florida. After receiving his Ph.D., began 
conducting research into molecular 
recognition at the Institute for Molecularar 
Science.

Motivation for applying for the pe poosition
I had been involved i in rn research on tthehe he 
nexnext-gt geneeneratrationion supercomputer proprorojejecject at
the Institute for Molecularr Sc ScSciienience, and I
wanted to continueue th ththatatat reresearch.
Mission / Role
My mission is the appliccatiationon of 3D-RISM
andand de develvelopmopmentent of analysis tooolsolsols .
Specifically I am 
developing use of of 
3D3D-RISRISM fM foror ddrug 
design. Currently, 
I am modelling ng thethe 
binding of Tamiflu 
to Neuraminidase.

Masashi Noda
Molecular Science Division Researcher
Institute for Molecular Science, National Institutes of
Natural Sciences

Majored in material engineering at the School ofoff 
Engineering, The University of Tokyo and received hhhisis s 
Ph.D (engineering). Engaged in research into optpttiicicacal
response of nanostructures based on large-e-sscscacale
computing at the Institute for Molecular Sciencecece.e.

Motivation for applying for the position
Up to now, I’ve been engaged in numericaicacall cl calculation t ttyype
research into electronic dynamicss b babaassed on largegee--scalale 
computing. I’d like to expand thiss r rereesesearch into ulttrra-ra-pararaallel
large-scale computing usingg thththe Ke KK C Computer.
Mission / Role
ToTo concononducducductt tt tuniuniuningng fof real-time, real-spspaacece e electctronic dynynamimics 
programs on the K Computer,er, a anandd alsoso develop p ordrdiinary y 
numerical calculation algorgorithithithmms andand h help 
with research ih intonto ot otothherher topicpics.s.

Kanako Yoshizawa
Condensed Matter Physics Division Researcher
Institute for Solid State Physics, The University 
of Tokyo

Majored in physics at Graduate School ooff 
Science and Technology,  The Sophihia

University and received her Doctoratrate of 
Science. Engaged in research intoo p physics 
theory at the Institute for SoSolid State 
Physics, The University of Tokokyo.

Motivation for applyiyingng ffor the positioonn
The use of largrge-se-scale parallel compmputing will
be indndispispeensable for progreessss in research h 
from this point on. So I’d ld likeike to participatete i in
the supercomputer er prproject.
Misissiosion /n / Ro Role
Optimization of the TTAPAPP/QMAS plaanene 
wave basis first pt prinrinciples calculationon code.

The plane wave basis DFTDFT co codde is one of the mostt ba basic in first 
principles calculations, and several software pr proograms have beeeenn developed in n JJapanan as welelll. We 
plan to either choose one of themm or or c combine them and nd add functions ts to ccrereate a ssofoftware
prop gram that can compompeteete wi withth the major software prprogograms overseass..

TTakehiroTT YYooneharaYYYY
Molecular Science Divvisision Researcher
Graduate School ofof Arts and Sciences, T, Thhe 
University of Tokykyoo

Majored in thheoretical chemisttrry at the 
Graduate Schhool of Science, Kyototo University y
and receiveded his Ph.D (sciencee)). Engaged iinn 
research innto molecular nonlinlinear sciencece at 
the Gradduate School of Artrts and Scieennces, 
The Uniivversity of Tokyo.

Motivaation for applying fofor the positioion
I wananted to participatete in cuttinng-edge
moleecular science that ggoes beyondd theoreticical predictions of dynamics, such as 
creeaating new molecuular phases s that do not exist in the natural world and
conntrolling their reactitions.
MMission / Role
TTo create a bridge between vvarious thheoretical science computing techniques
tthat have developeed, and a spspace thaat can be shared with people from other
ffields of computatioonal sciencee.

Ambition
Ultimately, I’d like to bring 3D-RISM drug 
design to the point of complete automation. 
Under the course of the research, I’d like to 
create tools that can be used in general 
applications in addition to drug design.

Ambition
I’d like to work on the development of packages that 
are convenient and highly expandable and can be used 
by many researchers. And I’d like to link this to the 
discovery of a new type of physics that uses the new 
generation of high-speed computers.

Ambition
I’d like to communicate in various ways the 
theories and computation skills
that I have absorbed, and to contribute to 
scientific advancement through
work in the field of computational science.

Ambition
I’d like to conduct 
large-scale optical 
response calculations for 
energy transfer and 
solar cells in order to 
gain an understanding of 
natural phenomena, and 
also acquire basic 
knowledge relating to 
device development.

I woululd like to begin by discussing
artificialal photosynthesis, a research area
in which I I am currently engaged. Artificial 
photosynththesis is a system having a
mechanism, bbyy which sunlight and water as 
electron source ara e used to reduce materials 
to produce highh-energy ones such as
hydrogen and carbobohydrates. Unlike solar 
cells, the artificial phphotosynthesis could
extract desired amountnt of energy when
nneeded. The reduction procesesses with water 
as t the electron source wouldd n ot produce 
any popollutants at all. From the viviewe point of 
materiialals circulation as well, this memetht od is 
thought toto p rovide an ideal next-generatation 
energy systeem.m
Nevertheless, a a challenge to even partly
mimic the ingeniniouous mechanisms of the 
natural system is noot t so easy. In natural
photosynthesis, multipiple photons are
harvested in antenna sysstet m, and the
photons are efficiently utilized to acactivate the 
oxygen-evolving complex into a h higi hly
oxidized form that enables the oxygegen n
evolution. The highly oxidized state is
amazingly maintained during the reaction of 
four-electron oxidation of water. In our
research, we are focusing our attention on 
one-photon excitation of the artificial system 
that induces two-electron oxidation
reactions. In recent years, there has been a 
mamajor breakthrough, and the actual
realizzatation of artificial photosynthesis with
water is nnowo  almost on the corner. We are
noow w working g on the elucidation of the
reactitionon mechaninismsm in molecular level.  
How the wawatet r molecuulele i s activated in the
one-photon/twoo-e-electron oxididata ion reaction 
should be the centrall sus bject to bbe e clc arified. 
Theoretical calculatt ioion using ththe e
density-functional approach has bebeen a very 
powerful tool in the study.
Japan is one of the leading countries in the
world in the area of theoretical chemistry.
Nevertheless, if theoreticians alone try to
approach any scientific subjects only from a 

The Expected Conditions for 
CMSI Division Researchers from 
Experimental Chemistry

theoretical viewpoint, the results may tend 
to lack a “reality” of state of the arts in 
experimental science. In order to not merely 
dedevev lop techniques of calculation but to
verify aandn  make them into universal tools, I 
think researarchc ers, who can step back a bit 
from the techniqiqueues themselves and take a 
so-called “interpreter’s”s” p pere spective, would be ’
indispensable for the keey-y-pop ints. The 
Division Researchers at CMSI whoho p puru sue
research in multiple research groups on thhe e
cuutttting edge of the corresponding field
would d bebe expected not to merely share
information anand to have communication 
among the groups aandnd o ther fields, but would 
develop dd into this new typee o of researcher.

In the future, what if ̶ for example ̶ the 
framework would expand, so researchers 
would not only remain at CMSI but also take 
up residence at an experimental chemist’s
laboratory for three months or so in response 
to a proposal? Actually, theoretical 
calculations of electronic states on a very
high level are already being carried out at 
experimental chemistry laboratories. The 
greater progress would be expected in
experimental analysis than is now being
done, if the support of theoretical chemists 
could be obtained at the initial stages of 
cac lculation. Conversely, the opportunity to
learn ththe e essence of experimental chemistry 
through such a “ “gigiveve-aand-take” manner with 
experimental chemists wo luldd bebe a a g grereatat 
stimulus to theoretical chemists as well.
Furthermore, it would undoubtedly open up
new fields of study.
The mechanisms at each level of time and 
space axis on an actual material are now 
going to be elucidated, and then those 
mechanisms would be correlated with each 
other and be generalized to lead to prediction 
and d dedesisigngn of new materials. Experimental
chemists, too, have hihighgh h hopopeses for the future
advances of computational materials science.
(August 11, 2011 at the Advanced Institute 
for Computational Science)

Haruo Inoue
Professor, Center for Priority Area, Tokyo Metropolitan University

Photochem. Photobiol. Sci., 9, 931-936 (2010). ChemSusChem., 4, 173-179(2011).
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From the Front Lines of Application Development

Interview with 
RSDFT Developer Junichi Iwata

RSDFT stands f foror thehe " "ReReR alal-Space Density-Functional Theory" calculation method.

It is an application forr p pere formrminini gg g fifirst-principles calculations of various material

properties without dependingg o on n emmpipiriiricacac ll adadjuj stment parameters. RSDFT is an

attempt to conduct first-principles calcululatatioions on n aa scscalalee ofof 1 100,000 atoms using 

ththe e K Computer. We talked to Junichi Iwata of the UnUniviverersis tyy of f ToTokykyo,o, t thhehep pperersosonn 

whwho o hahass beb en the driving force behind the development project, t too asaskk whwhatat

"first-prininciciplp ess c cala culations" are and the distinguishing characteristics of RSDFT.

prp inciples”” dedepependn ing on the field of 
rereseseararchhc .
“In condensedd mamatttter p phyhysics , ‘ f‘ f irirsts
principles’ refers to the funddamamenentatall lalawsw
of quantum mechanics. Calculations tthahat t 
use these fundamental laws as a starting
p o i n t  a n d  i n c l u d e  n o  em p i r i c a l  
parameters, except the fundamental 
physical constants such as electron mass
a n d  c h a r g e ,  f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e s  o f  
adjustment with experimental results, are
referred to as first-principles calculations.
The ultimate goal of condensed matter 
physics is to predict the properties of all
of the materials that may exist in the
world, based on the first principles of 
quantum mechanics .  However ,  i t  is  
practically impossible to perform all
ca lculat ions start ing from the f irst
principles without any approximation. 
Depending on the target of researches 
and the  sca le  o f  the  system be ing 
considered, the fundamental equation 
mu s t  b e  t r a n s f o rm e d  i n t o  m o r e  
sophisticated one suitable for practical
calculations, and approximation must be
applied to get results with required
accuracy as fast as possible.”
Even calculations that are generally 
referred to as first-principles calculations

are of  var ious types ,  dependiingng on 
the basic equation and the degree ooff 
a p p r o x im a t i o n .  T h e  R e a l - S p a c e  
DeDensn ity-Functional Theory (RSDFT) that
DrD . Iwwatata has been developing is a 
prprogograram m for peperforming first-principles
calculatatioionssn i in n quanantut m mechanics for 
systems withh mmannyy electrtrono s and atomic
nuclei, based on tthehe dd enensityty-f-functional 
theory that was awardedd thht ee Nobebel l Prize 
for chemistry in 1998. Firstst-p-pririncn ippleles
calculations predict physical propoperertit es
more reliable than methods in whhicichh 
empirical parameters are introduced.d
However, the first-principles calculations
are disadvantageous in that they are only 
capable of handling a small number of 
atoms (it is said that they can handle at
most several hundred to a thousand 
atoms). Dr. Iwata says that RSDFT makes
it possible to perform calculations for
systems consisting of 100,000 atoms.

What is a Program RSDFT?

In order to determine physical properties,
it is crucially important to calculate the
electron states. To examine the materials
around us, it is sufficient to consider only
systems made up of valence electrons

(outer electctror ns) and ions (aggregattese  of 
cocorer  electrons aandn  atomic nuclei). RSDFTFT 
usu es t theh  density-f-funu ctional theory to 
ca l cl cu lu a tt e  e va l ence - e le l e c t ron  s t a t e s .  
Density-y-fuf nctitional theory y can calculate 
the energyy g grounu d state ofof e lectrons 
(expressed as a waw vee f function) usising only 
the density distribubutionn o f electronns.s  As
these calculations are ssimimpllerer than solvining
the Schrödinger equatit ion ,  they are 
su i tab le  for  so lv ing manny-y e le lece tron 
systems. “RSDFT is designed too s olveve the 
KoKohn-Sham equation, the fundammentatal 
eqe uaatit on in density-functional theory,y, in 
thhthe e moostst efficient manner possible oon n
supepercrcomo puputers,” says Dr. Iwata. RSDFT 
is chararactctere izeded by the approach that the 
Kohn-Shaam mm eqe uauation, which is a partial 
differential eequuq ata ioon n mathematically, are
solved as a fiinin tete-dififference equation 
numerically.
In the first-principles s caac lcl ullatations for up to 
several hundred atomms s tht atat h ave been 
performed up to now, grereatat sucuccess has 
been achieved with calculatitionno  t ecchnh iques
t h a t  e x p r e s s  w a v e  f u n cn c t it i o nn s  a s  
superposition of simple plane-wawavve bbasa is 
and use fast Fourier transformrmmata ioon 
(FFT). However, as computers beecoome e
larger in size and massively parallelell i in

through experimentation alone. For this
reason, numerical calculations or numerical
expeeririmements play an important role.
FiFirsrst-t prprinciplless c calalcuc lation is a method
of performini g g susuchch the cru icialal r rololee. “ FiF rsrst
principle”means “the mostt b basasicic p pririncn iples,
oneses t thahat cannot be deduced from other
principles or hyhypopoththeses and so on.” The
term is also used in philoso hphyy anandd ototheher
disciplines in addition to physics. Dr.
Iwata made clear that there are subtle
did fferences in what is meant by “first

Whatt aarer  First-principles Calculations?

Various materialls s arare present aroundd uus.s. 
Their properties ,  suchch a s color and
hardness, are many and variedd. H How are 
ththese properties determined? Condenseded
mattterer p physics researchers investigate the
behavior off elelectrons and atomic nuclei in
ordeder r to understtanand d the nature (physical
propertiess)) ofo  materials. InIn s sucu h microscopic 
level, however, itit i is s difficult to undndererstand 
all of the behavior of elelectctrons andf  nucleii

Computational  Ml  Ml  Materials  Scienenence  Initiative

Fig.1   Discretization and parallelization for the purpose of     
　　　 conducting real-space calculations

Electrons (yellow) are present in a continuous distribution around silicon atomic
nuclei (blue) arranged in a space. In the real-space method, this continuous
electron density distribution is depicted as points on a discrete mesh.

The real-space mesh is divided into large blocks. A different
CPU handles each block, and adjacent CPUs communicate with
one another and execute calculations in a coordinated manner.

SuSubjecect

Junniicchhi Iwata
Lecturer, GrGraduuatea  School of Engineering, 
TheT  Universiity ty of ToTokyo

Intervvieiewer

Yoshhiimmi Kuubboottaa
2nd year Ph.D canandidate majorioring n in n eare th 
and planetary sciencence Graduate Scchooho l ooff 
Science, The University of of Tokyo

Silicon crystal unit cells
Blue : Silicon atomic nuclei
Yellow : Electron density distribution
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Computational  Matertererialsia   Scienence  Initiativenature, FFT requires enormous amounts 
of communication time, and as a result 
t h i s  ha s  become  a  bo t t l eneck  f o r  
massively parallel computing. But with
RSDFT, Dr .  Iwata has developed a
technique for calculating wave functions 
using the real-space method, which in 
theory was known to be able to draw out 
sufficient performance from parallel 
computers. In the real-space method,
the space is represented as a discrete 
three-dimensional mesh, and numerical
calculations are performed to determine 
wave function values at each point on that 
mesh.  Moreover ,  the mesh space is 
divided into several blocks, and each 
block is calculated by different CPUs. In 
oto her words, the actual space that has 
bebeen divided into blocks is mapped onto 
ththe e computer that has been divided into 
coompmpm ute nodes in the same manner
(F(F igg . 1 )1 .  This a l lows the work to be
all lol caateet d in an efficient manner and 
enabables s paparallel computing with little
was tt e .e  TThehe  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  w a v e
functionons wiiw tht  the real-space method 
eliminatess t hee nn eee d to use FFT, thereby 
resolving thhe e commmmunication problem.

Interchange wiithth Computer Scientists
Resulted in Dramatatici  Progress

RSDFT has another adadvaanttn aga e with 
respect to increasing calcullatation effe fificic ency: 
the Gram-Schmidt orthogoonan liizazatition 
alalgorithm. Orthogonalization oof f waaveev
funcnctions is an indispensable calcullatation. 
HoHoweevev r, the computational cost of thehe 
orthhogo onnala ization is proportional to the 
th i rd  d pop wewer  the  sys t em s i ze ,  and  
there forree thehe s imu la t i on o f  l a rge
phphy s i c a l s ysy s t emems r e su l t e d i n an
explploso ive increaease oof f the computational
t ime .  “The probblelem waw s so lved by
replacing g tht e algoriiththm babased on the
i nne r  p rodducu t  o f  vec t ot o r s  wwi th  an  
algorithm based d ono  the matririx x prrododuct,
w h i c h c a n b e c oc ompu t e d h ih i g hh l yl y  
efe ficiently” says Dr. IwIwata a. Borrowiwingn
thhe e wisdom of computer scicienence made it 

p o s s i b l e  t o  d r ama t i c a l l y  i ncrease  
calculation efficiency.
The deve lopment o f  RSDFT was a 
continuation of the PACS-CS (Parallel 
A r r a y  C o m p u t e r  S y s t e m  f o r  
Computational Sciences) development 
project at the University of Tsukuba. At 
monthly joint meetings with computer 
science researchers, Dr. Iwata explained 
what he wanted to accomplish with 
RSDFT. “I explained many times what I 
wanted to do, and they gave me various 
k inds of  advice , ”  reca l ls  Dr . Iwata .  
“ In i t i a l l y  I  f ound  i t  i s  d i f f i cu l t  t o  
understand the computer science jargon,
but after repeating the face-to- face 
meetings several times, we became to be 
ab le  to  ta lk  smooth ly  wi thout  any 
problems. In addition to the Gram-Schmidt 
algorithm, I was able to learn the latest 
thhtheoeories in computer science, outside of 
myy e expxpertise. That was also helpful for 
d ed e v e l ol o p ip ip n gn  t h e  p r o g r am . ”  C l o s e  
commmunu icatatiooi n n with computer science 
researcherers s appepeara s s toto have been the key
of the success.
At the same
period dur
focused on 
was also a fr
him. Dr. Iwa
d u t y  i s  p h
reseseara ch. Bec

so much of his time was taken up with 
software development, he was unable to 
do the work that he should do as a 
researcher, producing data and publishing 
the achievements in the form of academic 
papers. While he was working to develop 
RSDFT, he battled uncertainty with 
regard to whether or not he was doing 
the right thing. How did he keep up his 
mo t i v a t i on ?  “ I  knew tha t  when  I  
completed ,  I ’d  be able to ca lcu late
anything. I believed that it would surely 
have a major impact. And I’m a person
with a great deal of patience.” Dr. Iwata’s
inherent tenacity enabled him to get 
t h r ough  t h e  p e r i o d s  i n  wh i ch  n o  
achievements were produced. However, 
current ly in  Japan i t  appears  that  
researchers are not held in high regard 
for developing software alone. “Someday 
I’ d like to change that,” says Dr. Iwata,
aware of his position as a member of the 
CMSI project.

Junichi Iwata
Studied techniques for programming electric
circuits and the like in his student days, but became
interested in physics (especially quantum
mechanics) in the course of pursuing independent
study to substantiate calculation techniques. In
graduate school, went on to work in a nuclear
theory laboratory, and was awarded his Ph.D for
research into the optical response of electron 
systems using the time-dependent density-
functional method. Began research into parallel
computing in 2005. Also began teaching computer 
science as a CMSI lecturer in August 2011. Interests
include eating ramen, playing mah-jongg and
jumping.

Yoshimi Kubottaa
◆◆ Interviewer＇s Postscript
Dr. Iw Iwata is currently pursuing joint research wh ithth  
thethe aimm of o  adding molecular dynamics and ottherh  
newnew cocompuputing functions to RSDFT. Reportedly he he
has eaearnener d td he he sols id trust of the joint developers and 
software e usesers invnvolved in the project. I was very 
impressed byby ththe factct that during this interview he 
used the blackbkbck oaro d d and slide references to 
carefully explain ththe mmathehematical expressions and 
technical terms to meme. II lo ok ok forward to following 
Dr. Iwata's future careeeer ar as a ccomputer science 
educator both at CMSI and ed lsels whehere.

Application Spec Sheet ［RSDFT］

【Number One in the World for Software, Too?】

In June 2011, we received some wonderful
news.  At  the 26th Internat ional  
Supercomputing Conference (ISC'11 - 
see pg.15), the K Computer was ranked
number one in the world in the Top 500 
ranking of computer processing
performance for its world's highest
performance of 8.162 petaflops. This 
November, the winner of the IEEE 
Gordon Bell Prize, the world's highest

award for software development, will be
announced. The IEEE Gordon Bell Prize
has been called the Nobel Prize of the
supercomputer world, and it is awarded
for breakthroughs in parallel computing 
during the year.  RSDFT has been 
nominated for this prize and is currently a 
finalist. We hope the outcome brings
recognition as world number one in the 
area of software as well.

Application to Nextt-gegenenerar tion 
Semiconductor Device

The K Computer makes it possibiblele ttoo 
execute first-principles calculations on the
scale of several tens of thousands to 
100,000 atoms. What can be studied? In 
their simulations of 100,000 atoms, Dr.
Iwata and his colleagues are targeting 
semiconductor devices. Semiconductor 
devices are an indispensable part of the 
PCs, cell phones and other electronic 
devices that we use in our daily lives. 
Miniaturization of these devices has been 
pursued in  order  to  reduce power 
consumption and achieve faster speeds. 
When a device has been reduced down to 
the size of several nanometers, however, 
the quantum mechanics behavior of the 
electrons comes to have a direct impact
on performance, and it is difficult to 
establish a detailed design approach to 
such devices through experimentation 
alone. For this reason, there are great
expectations for first principle computing.
The field-effect transistors that have been 
used in semiconductor devices have a 
structure in which an oxide film and a 
metal object called a gate are placed on 
top of a flat silicon wafer. The voltage of 
the gate electrode is turned on and off to 
control whether or not the current flows 
in the silicon, making the device function 
s a switch. However, if the device is 

made too small (on the level of several 
anometers), there is a tiny bit of current
eakage even when the current flow is off, 
nd therefore transistors are nearing the
oint at which miniaturization is no longer 
eas ib le .  For th is  reason ,  nanowire 
ransistors with cylindrical or square
o l umn  s h a p e s  r a t h e r  t h a n  t h e  
onventional two-dimensional laminated 
tructure have been proposed as the next 
eneration of semiconductor devices. 

Nanowire transistors will have a structure
n which the oxide film and gate metal 
nclose a wire made of silicon (silicon 
anowire ) (F ig . 2 ) .  In  ac tua l  s i l i con 
anowire transistors, the cross-sectional
i ame t e r  i s  expec t ed  t o  be  1 0 - 2 0  
anometers, and the distance that current

w i l l  f l ow  i s  e x p e c t e d  t o  b e  5 - 1 0  
anometers (Fig.3). The transistor will be 

made from 100,000 silicon atoms, that is
xactly the size which can be calculated 

using the K Computer. Dr. Iwata speaeaksk  
enthusiastically about these devices, 
saying “I want to perform calculations on 
the KK Computer to clarify the physical 
prp opopere tiess o of nanowire transistors in 
orded rr tot  d deve ellopop t hese transistors for 
actual use ”.”
B e s i d e s  s em ii c oc o n dn d u c t ot o r  r d e v i c e s ,  
biomolecules also haveve bbeee n fofocuc sed as 
another target of RSDFFT.T. TTheh  uusese of
RSDFT will enable simulation oof f a a ene tiirere  
molecule in the case of a simple proroteeinin. 
Since RSDFT can be applied not only toto 
solids but to liquids and gases as well, it is
expected to have applications for a wide 
variety of materials.

ss.
e time, ththe one-e-tot t twow -year 
ing which DrDr. Iwatata a wawas 
developing RSDFDFT T 
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Figig.2 .2  Structurtural changes in transistors as aa re r sult of miniatuturirizationn

Fig.3  Atomistic model of a silicon nanowire 
(section diameter: 5 nanometers)

Research assistance provided by Shinya Kyogoku 
(Graduate School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo)
Pictures provided by Kuniyuki Kakushima 
(Tokyo Institute of Technology)

Use of a three-dimensional structure enables increased control of the 
current between source and drain by the gate electrode

Code Name
Method / Algorithm

Overview / Features of Code

Materials for Simulation
Development Leader
Developers / Developing Institutions
Development Period
Development Language / 
No. of Lines of Source Code
Operating Environment
Parallelization Method
Parallelization Status
Software Release
Related / Competing Applications

Other Functions

HP-RSDFT
Real-space finite-difference pseudopotential method/ Conjugate gradient method
Can perform first principle electron state calculations based on density-functional theory, using 
the real-space finite-difference pseudopotential method. Suitable for massively parallel 
computing, as fast Fourier transformation is not required. The amount of computation is 
proportional to the system size to the third power, but most of the calculations are matrix 
product calculations, so calculations can be executed with extremely high efficiency.
Metals, semiconductors, surfaces / interfaces, defects, nanostructures
Atsushi Oshiyama
Junichi Iwata, etc. / The University of Tsukuba, The University of Tokyo, RIKEN etc
Development began in FY 2006

Fortran, 50,000 lines

PACS-CS, Tsukuba T2K, SGI Altix, K Computer (Linux)
Hybrid parallelization (MPI and OpenMP)
Max. 12,288 cores (K Computer), peak performance ratio 10 - 30%
Conditional release planned (FY 2012)
RRSPACE (Osaka University), PARSEC (University of Minnesota) etc., first principle computing
Can handle not only periodic boundary conditions but isolated system 
boundary conditions (molecules, etc.) as well
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The International Supercomputing 
Conference (ISC) '11 was held June 19~23 
in Hamburg, Germany. Haruhiko Matsuo 
attended the conference and experienced 
for himself the transition from the K 
Computer to exascale supercomputers 
that is already underway on the front lines 
of computer science throughout the world.

The ISC is the world’s largest international 
conference and exhibition devoted to 
supercomputing, storage and networks. 
Held annually since 1986, the event 
features the announcement of one 
of the two annual updates to the Top 
500 rankings. I attended this year’s 
conference because, as a researcher, I 
wanted to investigate the worldwide 
trends in this field.
The f irst  day had a fest ival  eve 
atmosphere and featured tutorials, 
workshops and the like. From the 
second day on, the main event was 
he ld .  As in the case of a regular 
academic conference, it consisted of 
an international conference plus an 
exhibition. However, the conference was 
characterized by the participation of 
many top-level high-performance 
computing (HPC) vendors such as 
NVIDIA and SGI as presenters, giving it 
a strong business color as opposed to an 
academic atmosphere. Because it was 
not skewed to the academic side of 
things, I felt it gave attendees a glimpse 
of the actual supercomputers that will 
appear in the near future.
On the first day, I attended an MPI / 
OpenMP hybrid programming tutorial. 
It was a high-level tutorial that afforded 
the opportunity to gain hands-on 
knowledge in hybrid programming. 
On the second day, the Top 500 ranking 
was announced, and I was surprised to 

hear that the K Computer had jumped
to the number one position. In Japan,
people tend to focus only on the flops 
value (a performance indicator consisting 
of how many times per second the 
computer can perform floating point 
nun mber calculations). But it appears that 
it wwasas features such as the low power 
consumptptioi n and long continuous 
running time ththatat had a greater impact 

ISC''111 Repoort

From “K”to “Exa”

Haruhiko Matsuo
Project Researcher
Graduate School of Engineering, 
the University of Tokyo

and resulted in the high evaluation.
On the third day, I was able to hear a 
debate on the exascale supercomputing 
env ironment  between Dr . Dav id  
Kirk of NVIDIA and Dr. Thomas 
Sterling, a giant in the field of parallel 
arrchchitecture. There were also various 
other intetererests ing presentations, too 
numerous to mention.
What impressed me most as a result
ofof a attending ISC’11 was the fact 
that nextt-gegenen ration supercomputing
is already on the exasascacalele l levevele . Upp 
until very recently, the K Computer 
was referred to as the next-generation 
supercomputer, so once again I was
astonished at the rapidity of the
generational transit ion in super -
computing. Also, by being able to
actually hear the voices of people from
top supercomputer vendors and others 
near that level, I was able to get some
solid leads in my investigation into 
what  the trends in the world of  
supercrcomompup ters will be in the near 
future.

CMSI Callendar
For more informatioon, see the CMSI website (http://cms-initiative.jp)

● August 11-12, 2011
2nd Symposium of the Theoretical and
Computational Chemistry Initiative (TCCI)
Venue : Advanced Institute for Computational 
Science
TCCI was established in February 2011 as the 
molecular science division of CMSI. A workshop 
was held as the 2nd TCCI Symposium following 
the 1st Symposium that was held in February of 
this year. Some 100 researchers came together in 
the fierce heat of summer for presentations on 
research progress and the state of program 
development for the K Computer.
In their initial remarks, the guest speakers 
expressed their hopes for rapid achievements of a 
kind that would only be possible with the K 
Computer. Lectures by the invited speakers 
included those by representatives chosen from 
among the Priority Area Researchers, researchers 
work ing on core  app l i ca t ions  for  the  
Next-Generation Integrated Nanoscience Project 
leading the development of programs for the K 
Computer, and researchers affiliated with the 
RIKEN Advanced Institute for Computational 
Science (AICS). These included lectures by Ryo 
Maezono, associate professor at Japan Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology, on the topic of 
condensed matter physics, and Toshiyuki Koyama, 
professor at Nagoya Institute of Technology, on the 
topic of materials science.
In addition, Professor Haruo Inoue of Tokyo 
Metropolitan University, who is also an artificial 
photosynthesis researcher in charge of research on 
“Chemical Conversion of Light Energy” in the 
PRESTO project of the Japan Science and 
Technology Agency (JST), gave a special lecture 
entitled “The Goal of Artificial Photosynthesis,” in 
which he reported that considerable progress has 
been made in understanding the basic process by 
which photosynthesis can be achieved artificially.
Many attendees participated in the tour of the 
Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE), a 
multi-screen 3D immersive display system, that was 
led by Professor Akira Kageyama of Kobe 
University, serving to indicate the great level of 
interest in CAVE. The social gathering that began in 
the evening was also extremely well attended, with 
more than half of those present participating. At the 
gathering, AICS Director Kimihiko Hirao offered 
words of encouragement and expressed his great 
hopes for the achievements to be produced by TCCI.
The poster session in the afternoon on the second 
day was held in a small lounge but featured a 
spirited question and answer session and debate.

● Field 2×Field 5 Intererdid sciplinary Exchange 
Workshop
Date : July 26, 2011
Venue : Center for Computationalal S Sciences,
University of Tsukuba
● Magnetism Division, Element Strategiess 
Working Group
Date : July 29, 2011
Venue : Faculty of Science, The University of Tokyo
(H(Hongo Campus)
● 15th MMolo ecular Simulation Summer School
Date : SSepeptember 9 - 11, 2011
Venue : Ushihimam do Marine Laboratory, Faculty of 
Science, Okayamaa U University
● Center of Computationall MaMaterials Science
1st Symposium
Date : September 12 - 13, 2011
Venue : Institute for Solid State Physics, The UUniniveversity 
of Tokyo
● ● CMC D® Workshop (organized by CMSI and 
Osaka UnUniversity)
With Tutoriall CoCouru se
• 19th September 55 - 9 9,, 202 11
  Venue : Cybermedia Centnterer, OsO aka University
• CMD® Workshop in the Philippineses ( (susupppported by
  De La Salle University)
  Date : October 11 - 12, 2011
• CMD® Workshop in Vietnam (supported by
  Vietnam National University, Ho Chi Minh City)
  Date : December 8 - 10, 2011
• CMD® Workshop in Thailand (cosponsor not yet
  finalized)
  Date : Mid-February, 2012 (planned)
• 20th March 6  - 10, 2012
  Venue : International Institute for Advanced Studies
  (Kyoto)
● 2nd CMSI Young Researcher Technical
Workshop (held concurrently with panel
discussion on "Considering the Next
Supercomputer After the K Computer")
Date : S Sepeptember 14, 2011
Venue : Institututee fofor r Solid State Physics, T TheheU Uninversity 
of Tokyo

• 3rd CMSI Young Researcher Technical Workshop
  Date : November 25, 2011
  Venue : Komaba Campus, The University of Tokyo
• 4th CMSI Young Researcher Technical Workshop
  Date : February 1, 2012
  Venue : Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku
  University
• 5th CMSI Young Researcher Technical Workshop
  Date : Early March, 2012 (planned)
  Venue : Not yet decided
● 3rd Joint Research Interchange Forum, 
HPCI Strategy Program
Date : October 3, 2011
Venue : Advanced Institute for Computational
Science
● TCCI Interchange Symposium with
Experimental Chemistry
Date : November 10 - 11, 2011
Venue : Fukui Institute for Fundamental Chemistry, 
Kyoto University
● Battery Division, Element Strategies
Working Group
Date : November 9, 2011
Venue : Koshiba Hall, The University of Tokyo
● Catalyst Division, Element Strategies
Working Group
Date : November 12, 2011
Venunuee :: FuF kui Institute for Fundamental Chemistry
● TCCI Inddusustrtry-y AcA ademia Cooperation
Symposium
Date : November 24, 2011
Venue : Nomura Conference Plaza, Nihonbashi
● Computational Materials Science
Symposium
Date : December 6 - 7, 2011
Venue : Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku
University
● TCCI Winter College
(Molecular Simulation)
DaDate : December 12 - 16, 2011
Venue :: OkOkazazaka i Conference Center, National 
Institutes of Natural SScieiencnceses
(Quantum Chemistry)
Date : December 19 - 20, 2011
Venue : Okazaki Conference Center, National 
Institutes of Natural Sciences
● Materials Science • MPI Workshop
DaDatete : December 12, 2011, January (planned), 
February ( ( lplanannened)d)
Venue : Nakanoshima Center, OOsakakaa UnUniviverersisityty
(December)
● CMSI Joint Seminar
Date : January 30 - 31, 2012
Venue : Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku
University
● Industry-Government-Academia
Cooperation Symposium
Date : Early February, 2012 (planned)
Venue : Not yet decided
● Quantum Chemistry Massively Parallel 
Computing Workshop
Date : February 13 - 17, 2012
Venue : Okazaki Conference Center, National 
InInststititutes of Natural Sciences

K Computer News

Presentation

Poster Session

Photos : Kazuhiro Takemura (The University of 
Tokyo), Yoshitake Sakae (Nagoya University)

CAVE tour



　　　　　

Great Monuments Built by Computers

　　

Computational  Materials  Science  Initiative

In 1997, Deep 
Blue became the 
first computer to 
defeat a human 
w o r l d  c h e s s  

champion opponent, 
demonstrating that the 

computer had developed 
beyond being just a simple tool and held 
tremendous possibilities for the future.

The numerical wind tunnel (NWT) created the basis 
for computer fluid dynamics simulations of 
airplanes and space transport vehicles. 
Pictures provided by JAXA

The nonlinear lattice experiment conducted by 
Fermi, Pasta and Ulam (1953). The discovery of 
the quasi-periodic behavior seen in interacting 
particles was subsequently developed into 
solitary wave (soliton) and chaos research. (The 
image shows solitary waves found in nature.)
Pictures provided by NASA

The GRAPE, a special-purpose computer for 
astronomical  s imulation,  calculates the 
gravity interactions of multiple astronomical 
bodies. In 1997, it was discovered that multiple 
protoplanets grow in a dominant fashion in the 
course of the formation of solar systems.
Pictures provided by Eiichiro Kokubo

In 1943, ENIAC calculated the value of π to 2,037 
decimal places. The number of decimal places 
reached 5 trillion in 2010.

The Alder Transition (1957 - 1960). It was dis-
covered through simulations that a phase 
transition between the solid phase and the liquid 
phase occurs in particle systems with only pure 
hard-core repulsions.
Pictures provided by Hiroyasu Toyoki

A Mandelbrot set is a mysterious figure in which the 
parts are similar to the whole. In the 1980s, it was 
discovered that calculations that obey 
simple rules could be used to produce 
such complex but beautiful fractals.

In 1952, the 13th Mersenne prime (2⁵²¹ - 1 , 157 digits) 
was discovered. Although the existence of prime 
numbers has been known since the days of ancient 
Greece, the development of the computer made 
it possible to calculate figures that exceed 
several hundred digits. In 2008, the 47th prime 
number (12,978,189 digits) was discovered.

In 2004, the Earth Simulator performed the 
simulation of the atmosphere and oceans of 
the entire Earth at high resolutions of 100km 
and 20 km, respectively, which, predicted the 
global climate change up to the year 2100.
Pictures provided by AORI/NIES/JAMSTEC/MEXT

The Great Red Spot 
of Jupiter

solid
phase

The uses of computer simulations are not limited to verifying conjectured hypotheses and 
elucidating the results of real-life laboratory experiments. Creative numerical experimentss 
can sometimes produce results that surpass the expectations of human beings and even 
give birth to completely new fields of research.

Nonlinear waves
 in plasma

coexisting
phase

liquid
phase
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